Ruby Crush (Hybrid)
Grape Tomato
All/Determinate Grape

Ruby Crush is blazing a new trail in the tomato world! It works in a container, it shines in the
field, and the sugary-acid balanced fruits resist cracking. Unlike other determinate grape
varieties, Ruby Crush plants are strong and have good leaf cover preventing sun damage. The
compact plants can be grown with minimal support (2 foot high fencetrellising or standard
tomato cage). Fruit are solid, oval, and weigh about 15 grams each. HR: Fol / For / ToMV: 0-2 \
\ IR: Ss. Matures quickly in about 60 days from transplant.
Determinate plant for containers or field
Rich tasting fruit resists cracking
Excellent disease package

DIMENSIONS

GENERAL

Weight 12-17 Grams

Disease Resistance:
HR: Fol: 1, 2 / For / ToMV:
0-2 IR: Ss

CHARACTERISTICS
Fruit Shape

Days to Maturity from
Transplant: 65-70

RESISTANCE TERMINOLOGY

HR = High resistance: plant varieties that highly restrict the
growth and development of the specified pest or pathogen under
normal pest or pathogen pressure when compared to susceptible
varieties. These plant varieties may, however, exhibit some
symptoms or damage under heavy pathogen or pest pressure.
IR = Intermediate resistance: plant varieties that restrict the
growth and development of the specified pest or pathogen, but may
exhibit a greater range of symptoms or damage compared to
"highly resistant" varieties. Intermediately resistant plant varieties
will still show less severe symptoms or damage than susceptible
plant varieties when grown under similar environmental
conditions and/or pathogen or pest pressure.
T = Tolerance: The ability of a plant variety to endure abiotic stress
without serious consequences for growth, appearance and yield.

DISCLAIMER

Claims and other disclosed information are based on our
observations and/or information from other sources. Crop
performance depends on the interaction between the genetic
potential of the seed, its physiological characteristics, the
environment, including management, and other uncontrollable
factors that may alter expected performance.
Statements on the reaction of varieties to a specific pathogen, pest
or stress are based on evaluation under defined conditions. These
reactions can be affected by changes in environmental and
biological factors, especially new pathogen races, pest biotypes or
vectors of disease agents. Therefore, we give no warranty, express
or implied, for crop performance relative to the information given;
nor do we accept any liability for any loss, direct or consequential,
that may arise from any cause. Read all seed package labeling
carefully as it contains terms and conditions of sale.

Blocky Round Oval

Fruit Size
Small

Type
Grape
Red

Exterior Color
Red

Interior Color
Red

Exterior Characteristics
Smooth

